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Abstract 
Carter, J.S., Extending immersions of curves to properly immersed surfaces, Topology and its 
Applications 40 (1991) 287-306. 
Proper generic immersions of compact one-dimensional manifolds in surfaces are studied. Suppose 
an immersion y of a collection of circles is given with an even number of double points in a 
closed surface G. Then y extends to various proper immersions of surfaces in three-manifolds 
that are bounded by G. Some of these extensions do not have triple points. The minimum of the 
genera of the triple point free surfaces is an invariant of the curve. An algorithm to compute this 
invariant is given. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions determine if a given collection S of immersed arcs in a 
surface F maps to the double point set of a proper immersion. In case the conditions are satisfied, 
an immersion of F into a three-manifold that depends on S is constructed explicitly. In the 
process, the possible triple points of immersed surfaces in three-manifolds are categorized. 
The techniques are applied to find examples of curves in surfaces that do not bound immersed 
disks in any three-manifold. 
Keywords: Immersion, triple points, normal curves, Gauss word, bifilar. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M25, 57NlO. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Notation and conventions 
The term surface will mean either a closed two-dimensional manifold G or a 
compact wo-manifold F that has XI boundary components. ore often than not F 
is oriented. The surface F will be carlPA 9 ~AT~wIA~A CIIP&PP TOP nriented surface G **WY U““H,.H”I) Y_SJI”I. 1a.w Y_ 
often will be the boundary of a three-manifold. A solid is a three-dimensional 
manifold; the letter N denotes a solid. In Fig. 1 the surface F is a two-disk, the 
closed surface G is the two-sphere, a ee-ball. 
Throughout the paper all immersi eric in cod f ~nsion 
one. The domains are either surfaces or one-manifoids iin a regular neighi2orhti:td 
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of a generic multiple point, .an immersion looks like the intersection of two or three 
coordinate planes in the unit three-ball or the coordinate axes in the two-disk, 
respectively. An immersion is a map for which the derivative is injective at each 
point. Figure 1 depicts a proper immersion of a surface in a three-ball that is in 
general position. 
The following notations are consistently used: y : Hi= l Si + G denotes an immer- 
sion. The word cuItre refers either fo the map y or the image y(u Sf) in G. In 
particular, a curve may be the image of more than one circle. The curve y often is 
the boundary of a proper immersion r : (F, aF) + (N, G) where the solid N has the 
surface G as its boundary. Then the proper immersion r is said to be an extension 
of the curve y. 
A map 6 : (L, at) + (F, a F) is a proper immersion of a one-dimensional compact 
manifold L. In rare cases, specifically Fig. 1 and Section 2.2, L has circular com- 
ponents; more often the domain of 6 is a collection of closed segments. 
In Fig. 1 the immersed closed curve determines the Gauss word aa-‘66~‘. A 
Gauss word is defined by starting at a base point, traveling once around the curve 
in the direction of the orientation, and recording the crossings with a sign convention: 
if a transverse sheet crosses from left to right, the exponent is positive. The Gauss 
word is the main technical tool of the paper; it will be discussed in detail in Section 
2.2. 
This paper addresses two problems associated to curves and surfaces: 
(1) Given a collection of immersed circles with an even number of double points 
in a closed surface, G, find triple point free proper codimension one immersed 
surfaces bounded by these curves. For example, the disk immersed in Fig. f is 
properly immersed in the three-ball, but it has triple points; so it is not of the desired 
form. 
(2) Given a collection of properly immersed OI- Ic-manifolds in a surface, necessary 
and sufficient conditions are given to decide if their image forms the singular set 
6: IIU12uS;uS; + D2 
I(S) : [b-by-‘a]. [a-‘rw-lb]. s-‘yr-‘w. u-‘uu-+I. 
B3 
Fig. 1. A proper immersed surface. 
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of a proper immersion of the surface in some three-dimensional manifold. The arcs 
and circles immersed by S in Fig. 1 are the singular set for the immersion depicted. 
A detailed discussion of these problems follows. 
Problem 1. Consider the general problem of extending a collection of k circles, 
immersed in G by a map y, to an immersion of a surface in some solid. Since arcs 
have two ends and immersed surfaces have no branch points, the map y necessarily 
has an even number of double points for there to be an extension. This condition 
is also sufficient if one is free to choose the bounded surface and the solid into 
which this surface is to be mapped. With such liberties, extensions are found that 
have no triple points. Choose an extension il, F) of the curve y (so that a(& F) = 
( y, kS’)) such that the surface F has minimal genus amccg all surfaces that admit 
extension without triple points. The genus of F is a measure of the complexity of 
the curve ‘y. By considering all possible pairings of double points of a given collection 
of immersed circles, an algorithm to compute this genus is given in Corollary 6.1.4. 
Problem 2. Suppose instead that a proper immersion S of a one-manifold L without 
closed components is given in a bounded orientable surface E Under what conditions 
does this collection determine the double point set of a proper immersion of F into 
some orientable solid N? Necessary and sufficient conditions for this realizability 
are given in Section 4. ‘VVhen these conditions are satisfied an explicit three-manifold 
and immersion are constructed. 
Crucial to both of these problems is an understanding of the double points and 
triple points that can occur for proper immersed surfaces. The triple points are 
cataloged in Section 3. The structure of the double point set leads to the notion of 
bifilaration. The sheets of surface that intersect along a closed loop of double points 
can be twisted by elements of the dihedral group of order eight; this twisting is 
taken into account in the analysis of multiple points. 
The notion of Gauss paragraphs is fundamental in this paper because it precisely 
quantifies the sequences inwhich arcs and circles intersect each other and themselves. 
Gauss paragraphs were defined for immersed closed curves in [6]; this definition 
will be extended to immersed arcs. Figure 1 contains examples of these. The Gauss 
paragraph of an immersed collection of circles that fills a surface, in the sense that 
the complementary regions are disks, classifies the immersion up to an ambient 
homeomorphism of the surface [6]. In this way, a given Gauss word determines a
curve and a minimal genus surface in which that curve is immersed. 
1.3. Historical remarks 
The study of immersed surfaces in its modern guise was initiated by the work of 
Banchoff [ 11. More recent works ass a inkall [: 71 kE --we 
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upon Banchoff’s results. Ko and I [ 141 proved a generalization of Banchoff’s formula 
that has le d 11 c to pursue the study of immersed surfaces even further. Fenn and . 
Taylor [I21 studied immersed curves in which each component is eE;;bedded. In
their study, properly immersed surfaces bounded by the curves come into play.. 
Extensions of immersed curves to singular disks in three-manifolds were studied by 
Long in [ 151. Coghlan [U-l I] makes great strides in relating the geometry of singular 
maps, the triple points and branch points. Some of the results here generalize to 
include branch points; see e.g. 17, 81. 
My work on triple points begins with [14] and continues 12-81. I am seeking 
relations among triple point sets and other classical invariants of three-manifold 
topology. This paper represents ome of the discoveries made on that quest. 
1.4. Organization 
Section 2 defines the Gauss paragraph of a properly immersed one-manifold. This 
definition is an extension of that given in [6]. A bifilaration of the double point set 
of an immersed closed one-manifold is also defined; this notion was introduced in 
WI . 
In Section 3, the triple points of properly immersed surfaces EX examined. These 
can be cataloged by means of the double arcs that emanate from them: after possibly 
passing through other triple points, arcs either terminate at the boundary, or they 
return to the given triple point. The ten possibilities for such double point arcs are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The arcs that eventually return to a given triple point may also 
possess holonomy or normal twisting in a neighborhood of the double point arc. 
Holonomies of arcs are discussed in Section 3.3, but in Section 4 only those 
holonomies which occur for oriented surfaces are of interest. 
Section 4 provides an analysis of the intersections among properly immersed arcs 
that are the singular set of an immersed surface. Given an immersed surface with 
no closed components in its double point manifold, either one, two, or three double 
point arcs intersect at a triple point. This key observation yields Theorem 4.4.1 
which gives criteria necessary and sufficient o conclude that a map S of arcs forms 
the singular set of an immersed surface. %zh a map S is said to hold fast since the 
surface will be held in the solid by means of its multiple points. 
Here is an overview of the criteria. 
(1) The crossing points of S must map three-to-one to the triple points of the 
immersed surface. Therefore the crossing points must admit certain partitions into 
three element subsets. When such an admissible partition is present he system of 
arcs is said to be riveted; this term wili be defined in Section 4.3. 
(2) If delta holds fast, then non-singular segments in the image of 8 are identified 
to non-singular segments of the double point set of the posited immersion. (A 
non-singular segment of 6 is a segment hat starts and ends at either a bd;i&ry 
point or a double point and contains no intersection points in its interior.) The ends 
of these segments are associated to particular triple poims or boundary points. Thus 
when segments are identified, the ends must correspond properly. In this case, S is 
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said to be weldable. Theorem 4.4.1 states that S holds fast if and only if it is riveted 
and weldable. 
Metaphorically, it is necessary for the surface to both be riveted and weldable in 
order for it to hold fast. In the metaphor the double points of 6 play the role of 
comer rivets, and the arcs in 6 are the seams along which the welding takes place. 
Corollary 4.4.3 gives an easy to check criterion necessary for a given 6 to hold 
fast. This criterion, although not sufficient (Example 5.3), makes calculations on 
particular examples tractable. 
In Section 5, Theorem 4.4.1 and its corollaries are applied to find particular curves 
that do not extend to immersions of disks in any solid. The non-existence is 
demonstrated by showing that any arcs of double points in the disk that pair the 
boundary double points would either be not riveted or not weldable. 
In Section 6 (Theorem 6.1. l), genera are associated to immersed curves and 
pairings (bifilarations) of their double points. ‘Fo any immersed curve with an even 
number of double points there is a canonical immersed surface associated. Such a 
surface forms the spine of the three-dimensional solids into which it is immersed. 
Corollary 6.1.4 shows that the genera can be computed algorithmically. 
In Section 7, a subsequent paper is summarized and some nice problems to pursue 
are posed. 
1.5. Esrther notation 
Lower case italic letters (with subscript) correspond to the crossing points of the 
given curves and arcs: those letters towards the beginning of the alphabet (CL, b, c, . . .) 
are the end points of immersed arcs or double points of y; those towards the end 
( . . . , w, x, y, z) are intersection points in the interior of the surface F. 
Elements in each of the following sets could be called multiple points. In order 
to introduce some mnemonic, I am introducing the terms multiple decker manifolds 
and sets. These terms are meant to conger up images of covering spaces rather than 
buses or Dagwood Bumstead’s andwiches. 
(1) %e r-tuple point manifold is defined to be the abstract manifold that is 
immersed in the image space with its image coinAding with the image of the singular 
points of a given immersion. If f : U + V is such an immersion, then this r-tuple 
manifold is the quotient, U(r), under the free action of the symmetric group, % 
of the set: 
m = ((XI, ~2, . . . 9 x,) E U X U X * l 7 X LI: Xi # Xj for i fj, and 
f(x,) =fW = * l l =fW}. 
For small values of r the word double and triple will be used instead of the more 
awkward terms. 
(2) 7?ze multiple de&r (or r-decker) rn~~~fo~d is a -.--- 
by U(r)= U(r)xxr{l,. . . , r}. 
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(3) 177e multiple decker set of the immersion J’ is the set 
S={xE u: #f-“f(Xp2). 
This set is the image of the double decker manifold under the obvious map; it is 
stratified by the images of r-decker manifolds. This set is also called the singular set. 
(4) The multiple point set of tht: immersion f is the image: f(S). 
2. Gauss paragraphs of arcs and bifilaratioas 
2.1. Section summary 
In Section 2.2, the notion of a Gauss paragraph is extended to apply to properly 
immersed arcs. In Section 2.3, the notion of bifilaration is recalled from [4,5]. A 
bifilaration is a method of pairing the double points of an immersion y; such pairings 
are natural to consider since they are induced from proper immersions of sutk::es. 
This definition is extended to include pairings which do not exist on oriented surf;rces. 
2.2. Gauss paragraphs of arcs 
&Consider the example depicted in Fig. 1. -Associated to the immersion 6, there 
are sequences of letters that are determined by the pattern of intersection in F of 
6. These sequences are grouped into “words” that form a “paragraph”. These notions 
are defined: 
Suppose a propsrly immersed compact one-manifold, L is given in an oriented 
surface F. The components of L are circles and arcs. Label the generic intersections 
in the interior by elements in a letter set X and label the end points of the immersed 
arcs with the elements of a different letter set A. Orient each arc and closed curve. 
Imagine a collection of Massey bugs [ 161, one for each component of L, traveling 
along the image of the immersion in the direction of the orientation and recording 
each intersection with an exponent. An “arc bug” is required, by !Y, to Pz.S& “l’n= 
starting point of its segment with a negative exponent, and the finishing point with 
a positive exponent. As each interior intersect+n is encountered, a bug records it 
by juxtaposing the corresponding letter to the right end of the word that it has 
recorded so far. The exponent is +I if the transversal sheet crosses from left to 
right; otherwise it is - 1. A circle bug stops recording when it returns to its starting 
boint. In this way, each bug determines a Gauss word that is associated to the 
component of L that the bug traversed. The collection of Gauss words forms a 
Gauss paragraph; the words are separated by periods. To distinguish between the 
words determined by “arc bugs” and those determined by “circle bugs”, brackets 
6b [ I” will surround the words of the former. Ii; the Gauss paragraph each interior 
intersection (each element of the letter set X) appears once with a positive exponent 
and once with a negatke exponent, 
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linear) where each element of X*’ appears exactly once and each element of A 
appears once with either a positive or a negative xponent; the elements of A appear 
only at the ends of the linear sequences. (The set X*’ is obtained from X by 
including an exponent ‘of *l with each element of X.) If all of the sequences are 
cyclic, then there is no need for two different letter sets. In this case, the letter set 
A*’ will be used in place of X*l, and each element of A*’ appears exactly once. 
The Gauss paragraph classifies the stable geotopy of 3 collection of arcs and 
curves. Conversely, an abstract Gauss paragraph determines a cfilling immersed curve 
in a surface up to ambient homeomorphism. Thus, an immersed curve can be associated 
to a Gauss word without too much ambiguity. When the text refers to an immersed 
curve associated to a Gauss word, interpret his to mean a curve that fills a surface 
(complementary regions are disks). The sets X*’ and A will be (safely) confused 
with the double decker points and the end points of segments in the domain of 8. 
AS in the case of immersed closed curves, the Gauss paragraph that is associateu 
depends on sign conventions, orientations, labels, and base points of the closed 
components. One can define equivalence classes of Gauss paragraphs a.s appropriate 
double cosets to achieve a notion of associated Gauss paragraph independent of 
the choices made [6]. But such a degree of rigor seems obfuscating an 
here. 
2.3. B@Zara tions 
Consider the example depicted in Fig. ‘il. The Gauss word of the boundary circle 
is aa-‘bb-‘. The image of 6 is the double decker set of the given immersion of the 
disk. The immersion 6 contains a pair of arcs with Gauss words: [b-‘&a] and 
[a-‘zW_‘b]. The double decker points on the boundary are joined by arcs; the ends 
of which have opposite bases a.nd opposite exponents. 
In general, if there is an extension r : (F, 3F) + (IV, G) ol” a given immersed curve 
‘y9 then the double decker points of y are joined by immersed arcs of double decker 
points in F. Each such arc joins a point with negative exponent o a point with 
positive exponent because the surfaces F and G are oriented. These exponents 
induce natural orientations to the double decker arcs. (This orientation consideration 
was the motive for fiat declaration of the ends of Gauss words associated to 
segments.) Pairs of arcs are identified by projection totgive the double point manifold 
(see Section 1.1); the arcs identified have opposite or$ntation;. These considerations 
motivate the following definition. 
Let an immersed curve y be given that has an even number of double points; say 
there are n = 2m double points. Then a bifilaraYtion f y is a partition of the set 
A (at’,..., *I = ai ‘} into two element subsets, called filaments, that satisfy: 
(1) the elements of a filament have different bases and:opposite xponents; 
(2) the pair {a, b-*} is a filament if and only if the pair (by rm-‘} is a filament. 
The filaments (a, b-‘} an ~~rni~a~~~ 3‘ae ~q_Ar 
points 4 and a-’ ~GII filaments is Mled 
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a bifilar. Orient hejflaments by specifying them as ordered pairs; an oriented filament 
will be denoted by the symbol [a-‘, b], e.g. The orientation proceeds from a-’ to 
6. This notation will not clash with that of the Gauss words associated to immersed 
arcs since filaments will be represented by immersed arcs. The term bifilar is meant 
to suggest a pair of threads. 
In Section 6, non-orientable surfaces bounded by immersed curves will be con- 
sidered. In this case, the filaments do not need to have opposite exponents, but do 
need to consist of different base letters. Such a partition of the set A*’ will be called 
a non-orientable bijlaration or simply a NOB. An example of this is depicted in 
Fig. 2 where an immersed Mobius band is illustrated. This figure is one half of the 
standard Klein bottle. 
Fig. 2. An immersed Mobius band that realizes NOB. 
3. The tea types of triple points 
3.1. Section summary 
In a neighborhood of a triple point of an immersed surface, three arcs in the 
double point set intersect at their midpoint. Each of the six ends of these arcs either 
eventually returns to the given triple point or eventually terminates at the boundary 
of the surface. A given arc may encounter other triple points before its ~v~:ual 
return or termination. Considering only the three arcs at a given triple point, there 
are ten possible paths for termination or return. These are depicted in Fig. 3. 
Along closed components in the double point set, the sheets of intersecting surface 
can twist. This twisting behavior is analyzed in terms of orientability of domain and 
range. 
3.2. me types of triple points 
Consider a regular neighborhood of zx generic triple point of an immersed surface, 
r : (F, a F) + (N, G), in a solid. The varibus conkSnations of these Gossibilities yield 
the ten types of triple points which are il!ustrated in Fig. 3. This list is complete, 
for any other combination of closed curves and arcs that intersect at one triple point 
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Fig. 3. The types of triple points ar e determined by the arcs and closed curves which pass through the 
triple point. 
is transformed into one in Fig. 3 by an element of the group of symmetries of the 
octahedron. 
3.3. Holonomy 
The possibility of normal twisting or holonomy for closed components in the 
double point manifold was discussed in detail in [14]. There can also be normal 
twisting for closed components in the double point set: the twists on these a-type 
loopy -wilI be discussed here. In either case, there are eight digerent ypes of twists 
which are quantified by the group of symmetries sf the coordinate axes in the plane. 
An LY or “tear-drop” loop is a closed curve that starts and ends at a given triple 
point along different axes; e.g. see Figs. 3(b), (c), (d), (f), (gj, or (i). A regular 
neighborhood of the triple point is identified with the standard three-ball so that 
the image of the i,mmersion in this ball consists of the coordinate disks. These disks 
are oriented as [e, , e2], [e, , es], and [ e2, e,] ( ej is the standard jth unit vector; these 
brackets denote equivalence classes of ordered pairs). 
The cu-loop under consideration can be thought of as a path connecting the 
positive e,-axis to the negative e,-axis. Two bands are attaehed to the coordinate 
disks: the “left” en<> are attached at the positive en of the e,-axes of these the 
coordinate disks; the *‘right” ends are atta&xi ai ihts negative ends of tb~ C+XCS. 
The (e, , e&disk may attac e ( e2, e,)-disk. 
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attaches to ( ez, e3); in the Latter it attaches to 4 e, , e2). The former case occurs when 
the holonomy is 
-1 0 
florf ( ) 0 1’ 
The latter case occurs in case the holonomy is 
As one might guess, the minus signs introduce the twisting. Either of the connecting 
bands (or both) may be twisted with respect o the orientations given. The eight 
cases, e.g. Fig. 3(b), are illustrated in Fig. 4. The surface F is the surface that is 
being immersed; the surface G is the surface bounding the solid N into which F 
is immersed. Since this figure clashes with the standing orientation assumptions, in 
the caption the orientability of these surfaces is stated. 
Complete the classification by constructing immersed surfaces for each type of 
triple point and each holonomy along both the cu-loops and the simple closed 
components in the double point manifold. Determine which immersed surfaces with 
immersed boundaries occur in orientable manifolds and which of the domains are 
orientable. In this case compute the Gauss paragraphs for the singular arcs. The 
spirit of this exercise is to construct examples only in the case of one triple point, 
but the energetic reader may wish to include several. 
4. The double point set of a proper immersion 
4.1. Section oueroiew 
Let an oriented surface F with k boundary components be given. Let 
denote a properly immersed collection of arcs in the surface F. Consider the 
involution T that takes each arc [a;‘, ai] to the arc [b-’ j , Uj] in an orientation reversing 
fashion. These two arcs will be said to be companions as will their endpoints. This 
notion of companionship is compatible with that of bifilars. There is a Gauss 
paragraph associated to the boundary of F: A Massey bug for each component of 
aF travels around the component in the direction of the orientation and records 
the end points of 6. This induces a Gauss paragraph and hence generic immersion 
y : & S) --, G that fills some oriented surface G which depends on only S and the 
. 
orientatronofr”(seeSeciIon2.2 Oi[S] fGr fi;rthCiGCtZi:S,. arrei'r 5 i~d~dccss,cat~~a?!y, \ 7% 
a bifilaration of y. Necessary and sufficient criteria are established to conclude that 
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F orientable 
C nonorientable 
F nonorientable 
G orientable 
Fig. 4. Holonomy is illustrated along one cy-loop. 
the image of 6 is the singular set of a proper immersion of the surface F into some 
solid A!. In this case, the curve S is said to hold fist. 
In this discussion S contains no closed components in domain. However, the 
techniqlues and results of this section can easily be extended to that+Tae via the 
exercise in Section 3A. 
4.2. 7%e directed in tersectiom 
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set of 6. The exponent on a point of intersection ~611 be a useful datum to include 
in the discussion. Therefore, the notation I ii J will indicate the directed intersection 
set :
IhJ=(xEInX”‘:x-lEJnX*‘}. 
Observe that x E I ii J if and only if .C‘ E J ii I. 
ProFition 4.2.11. There is a skew-symmetric bilinear form associated to arzy properly 
immersed collection of arcs in a surface F. 
Proof. The form is given by the sum of the exponents of the elements in the directed 
intersection sets. It is bilinear on the free module generated by the domain of 6. Cl 
Definition 4.2.2. Any arc in a properly immersed collection has associated to it an 
intersection number that is the sum of the exponents of the intekrsection points that 
lie along that arc. 
4.3. Riveted immersed arcs 
Suppose that an immersion hi is given with a fixed point free involution 7 as 
above. Then the immersion 6 is said to be riveted if the set X*’ can be partitioned 
into subsets of the form {x*‘, y*lr z*l} and for any such subset one of the following 
relationships holds among the directed intersections, where the arcs Z, J, K, TX, TJ 
and TK are all distinct: 
( I ) Standard triple point: 
XElhJ, YEKATZ and ~ETJGK. 
(2) Standard single alpha: 
XEliil, y~715J and ZETJ~TI. 
(3) Standard double alpha or double alpha with one quarter twist (the orientable 
case): 
(4) 
&? 3 1 
.r* _. 
XEZiil, y~71ijI and ~~16~1. 
Single alpha with one quarter twist: 
XE iii d, y~1iir.l and ZEJATI. 
The triune number 
Given a riveted collection of immersed arcs define the trifne number, Y (6) = 1X1/3. 
This is the total number of triple points that are expected for an immersion of F 
that ha: 6 l ijls If3 ClQii”aw Afi-1~~ de&r set if syc_b.l an immersion exists. Given a riveted 
collection of arcs, the subsets into which X” is partitioned are called pgisntiol triple 
points. The triune number is just the number of potentiai tripie points. 
4.4. 
A 
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Weldable arcs 
hperly imn-?,med surfaces 
riveted immersed arc may not hold fast; for example, consider any system of 
immersed arcs that realize the bifilaration of Example 5.3. The relative order of the 
intersection points along the arcs matters. A riveted immersed arc is said to bc 
weldable if for any pair of companion segments, there is a one to one order preserving 
correspondence between their Gauss words that respects the correspondences tab- 
lishedbin the condition defining riveted. 
Mote specifically, the two letter syllables in the Gauss words for 6 correspond 
to segments in the domain of S that start and end at either boundary points or 
double decker points. The arc 6 is weldabie if (1) the involution of the domain of 
S induces a correspondence between these segments; and (2) if either end of a 
segment is in the double decker set of 6, then the corresponding end of the companion 
must lie in the same potential triple point. 
In particular, the Gauss words for a riveted and weldable collection of immersed 
arcs must either have no double points or must contain segments as are illustrated 
in the Figs. S-9. Moreover, these segments can have further intersections as in Fig. 10. 
b a-’ d-’ c 
e 
a 
I = [b-‘,a] 
J = [c-q 
K = [f-l, e] 
Fig. 5. Standard triple point. 
a 
d d -I 
b I = [a-l, 
J = [c-l, 
Fig. 6. Standard single alpha. 
J.S. Carter 
a” a 
Fig. 7. Standard double alpha. 
I = [U-Q 
Fig. 8. Double alpha with one quarter twist. 
a 
Fig. 9. Single alpha with one quarter twist. 
Theorem 4.4.1. An immersed collection oj arcs h.dds fhst if and only ij it is riveted 
and weldable. 
roof. Suppose an immersed oriented surface is given in an oriented solid, and 
there are no closed components in itu double point manifold. Then at any triple 
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Fig. 10. An example illustrating a weldable collection. 
point either one, two, or three arcs in the double point set intersect. By the holonomy 
calculation of the Exercise in Section 3.4, only the cases illustrated in Figs. 5-9 
occur. Therefore, the singular set is riveted. A segment of the singular set that is 
delineated by a two letter syllable in some Gauss word starts and ends at a triple 
point or a boundary point. Its companion also starts and ends at the same points 
in the solid N. Therefore, the singular set is weldable. 
Suppose a riveted and weldable immersion 6 is given. Then the immersion of the 
surface F, and a solid N, into which F is immersed will be constructed simul- 
taneously. The techniques of this construction will also be used in Theorem 6.1 .l. 
The immersion S induces an immersion of 8F into some oriented surface G by 
associating the end points of 8 to the letter set of a Gauss word; see Section 4.1 or 
Section 2.2 for more information. Extend this immersion on the boundary by a 
product map over YJR annular neighborhood of the boundary of F into a thickening 
Gx[O, l] of th e surface G. To this thickened surface add a total of Y( 6) disjoint 
three-balls. These form the zero-handles of N. In each of these balls, embed the 
three coordinate two-disks. These intersect pairwise in arcs, and they are the image 
in the solid N of the regular neighborhoods of the double points of the immersed 
arc 8. The disks that arc intersecting in a given zero-handle are neighborhoods of 
a given potential triple point. 
For each companion pair of non-singular segments of S attach a one-handle to 
N The non-singular segments of 6 correspond to two letter syllables in the Gauss 
paragraph of 6; recall they are the segments of S that contain boundary points or 
ciouble points at only their ends. Each one-handle for a solid has the structure 
D2 x [0, 11. The one-handles contain models for generic double points of surfaces: 
In any co-core two-disk, immerse a pair of coordinate axes; the segments of either 
axis, when glued together over the intervai, give an embedding of a disk. Such a 
disk is the image of a regular neighborhood in F of the open non-singular segment 
of S. (More precisely, a small closed neighborhood of the boundary points of sue-h 
a non-singular segment is removed from both ends.) The e ds of the one-ban 
(D’x(r’} for i==O, 1) are gl to t ary of eit?jgr the zero- 
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inner boundary of G x [O, 11 when the corresponding end of the given segment of 
6 is a boundary point or a double point, respectively. Gluing occurs SO that rhe 
neighborhood T of 6 u 8F is continuously immersed in the resulting solid N’. 
If the complement, F\T consists of a collection of disks, then each such disk 
will correspond to a two-handle of N. These two-handles are attached to the solid 
N’, along the attaching circles on aN’ that are the intersection of aT with N’. The 
disks in F\T will be embedded as the cores of these two-handles. 
If F\T has genus, then choose a collection of arcs embedded in F\ T such that 
these exhaust he remainder of the surface F; i.e. the complement of these arcs in 
F\ T is a collection of disks. For each such an auxiliary arc add a new one-handle 
to N” with this arc as its core. A neighborhood in F of such an arc is embedded 
in the one-handle as a horizon. The one-handle is attached to N’ at the image of 
the end points of this arc under the embedding of a( F\T); a segment of that 
boundary is the horizon of the attaching disk. Now attach two-handles as in the 
previous paragraph. The solid N is a regular neighborhood of the image of the 
immersion. This completes the proof. q 
Corollary 4.4.2. For any riveted and weldable immersion S of arcs in an oriented 
surface F, there is an immersion of F with Y (6) triple points. 
Corollary 4.43. For any pair of companion arcs of Qn im.mersion 6 that holds fast, 
the sum of the intersection umbers of the two companions i zero. 
Roof. Examine each of the riveted conditions. Cl 
5. Immersed curves that do not extend over the disk 
5.1. Section summary 
Iiere are two examples of immersed circles: each has an even number of double 
points; neither extends to an immersion of a disk in any three-manifold. Irs OX firsi 
example, no bifilaration can be realized by immersed arcs 6 in the disk for which 
each companion pair of segments has cancelling intersection umbers as in Corollary 
4.4.3. In the second example, there is a collection of immersed arcs with zero 
intersection umber. This collection S is riveted but not weldable. For the boundary 
curve there is no system of immersed arcs in the disk that is both riveted and 
weldable. To see this, it is often sufficient to consider bifilarations and examine 
crossing numbers of realizations of these. 
5.2. Arcs that hold fast and bijilarations 
Suppose the surface F over which an extension is sought is a disk; so k = 1. If a 
system 6 of properly immersed arcs is given in D” with an involution r, then by an 
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inner-most curve argument he immersion S can be replaced by a collection of 
embedded ares that intersect pairwise at most once. The resulting arcs have the 
same intersection umber that the components of the domain of S did. Thus (8, T) 
induces a bifilaration in D* and the filaments are represented by a collection of 
minimally intersecting embedded arcs. 
Qn the other hand, if a bifilaration of an immersed circle y is given, then the 
filaments can be represented by embedded arcs that intersect minimally in the disk. 
The sum of the intersection numbers along any arc is independent of the rep- 
resentation. 
Therefore, the intersection umber of a jilument is defined to be the intersection 
number of such a representative arc. 
Corollary 5.2.1 (to Theorem 4.4.1). If there is an extension, r : D* + IV, of y : S’ + G, 
then there is a bifilaration B of the Gauss word of y induced by r such that sum of 
the intersection umbers of any companion pair of filaments in B is zero. 
Example 5.2.2. Consider the curve represented by the Gauss word ubcd-‘db-‘u-‘6’ 
that is immersed in a surface of genus two. There is no immersed extension of this 
curve over the disk. Ho-wever the curve does extend over a punctured torus. To 
verify these assertions, examine all three possible bifilarations and observe that none 
gives zero intersection number in the disk. Yet on the once punctured torus the 
bifilaration determined by joining Q-’ to b is represented by disjointly embedded 
arcs. 
5.3. Example 
Consider the immersed curve in the surface of genus three that is represented by 
the Gauss word g~~‘ahb~‘bc~‘e~‘cu~*d~*fdh~l~‘~*ge. The bifilaration generated by 
(a, W, (c, d), (e5f ), and (g, h) satisfies the criterion that every bifilar has total 
intersection number zero in the disk. Yet this bifiiaration did not arise from a 
collection of immersed arcs in D* that holds fast: for there is no way to insert an 
a-kink into the arc Lb-*, a] such that the curve is weldable. Moreover, by considering 
all possible bifilarations, one finds that this curve does not extend to an immersed 
disk. Checking this is a bit tedious. The harder cases to consider are the bifilarations 
that contain [u-l, e] as a filament and the bifilaration that contains the filaments 
[ a -I, b] and Cc-‘, h]. Most of the other cases can be ruled out by Corollary 4.4.3. 
enera associate 
6.1. Section summary 
TO any immersed curve, y, that has an even number of ouble points there ars 
triple point free immerse reai:;~e ra2 Ftie 
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possible pairings of the double points. Among these, one can be found that is of 
minimal genus (either oriented or not). This genus is an invariant of the given curve. 
Tbmrem 6.1.1. Let y : UF=, Si + G be an immersed curce in general position that has 
an even number of double points. Let B be a bijlaration or NOB of the curve y. Then 
associated to B( y ) there is an immersion r : ( F, a F) + ( N, G) where F and N depend 
on B(y) such that: 
(1) The immersion r has no triple points; 
(2) 77~ singular set of r in F consists of embedded arcs that represent hejlaments 
CfB; 
(3) F is of minimal genus with respects to (1) and (2); 
(4) The solid N is obtained from G x 10, l] by attaching one-handles and two- 
handles; 
(5) I%e cores of the one-handles are double points of II, and the cores of the 
two-handles are non-singular disks contained in F. 
Pimf. The example depicted in Fig. 11 illustrates the proof. 
By Theorem 4.4.1 the proof will follow once an embedded collection of arcs that 
represent he filaments of the bifilaration is constructed in some surface. A surface 
F satisfying the hypotheses is constructed very simply. A regular neighborhood of 
d F is the union of k annuli, ut,, Sj x [0, 11. Identify each Si x (0) with a component 
of the domain of y; call such a circle an outer boundary. Join the double decker 
points on the outer boundary to corresponding points on the inner boundary by an 
Fig. 11. The a-y curve bands an immersed torus without triple points. 
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arc in the obvious way. If B is not a NOB, orient the arcs to run towards the double 
decker points with positive exponents and away from points with negative xponents. 
For each filament in B attach a one-handle (D’ x [0, 11) to the union of the annuli; 
the attaching sphere is the pair of points on the inner boundary component hat 
are joined to the ends of the filaments. Attach disks to the resulting surface along 
the “inner boundary”. The cores of the one-handles provide a (vacuously) riveted 
and weldable collection of immersed arcs. This completes the proof. El 
Example 6.31.2. There is an immersed punctured torus in the solid: Closure(S* x 
S’\B3). The boundary of the torus is immersed in the two-sphere by the cry-curve: 
a~-‘b-~6. This is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
.3. Given an immersed curve y of k circles that has an even number 
of double points, and given a bifilaration B(y), define the genus of B(y) to be the 
genus of the surface F constructed in Theorem 6.1.1. The genus of the curife y, then, 
is the minimum of the genera g( B( y)) taken over all bifilarations of ‘y. The genera 
of immersed curves define a partial ordering of the set of immersed curves. An 
interesting problem is to determine more intrinsic characterizations of the genera. 
There is no clear relation between the genus of a curve as defined here and the 
genus of the surface associated to the Gauss word as defined in [6, Section 3.11. 
Corollary 6.1.4. There is an algorithm to compute tke genus of a given curve. 
Pmof. For each bifilaration B of a given curve y compute the genus of the surface 
constructed by Theorem 6.1 .l . The minimum among ?he genera of these surfaces is 
the genus sought. cl 
oint invariants of i 
7,1. &fining the invariants 
As a refinement of the notion of the genus of an immersed curve, the pro&m 
of extending an immersed curve to a surface of smaller genus is considered. One 
solution to this problem is to construct immersed arcs that hold fast in such a 
surface. In that sense the problem is solved, But extensions that have no unnecessary 
singular points are desired. This leads to the following definition: 
1 a* an ;mmPrcinq y of k YVL U.. I*0a.*.YI”IYI circ!es be given with an even number of double points. 
Suppose F is a connected surface with k boundary components. Suppose further 
that the genus of F is less than the genus of the curve ‘y. Then define an invariant 
T(y, F) to be the minimum number of triple points that can be achieved by an 
immersion of F with boundary y. f there is no s ing immersion, then 
T( y, F) is defined to be I ite. e genera sl’ iV~ltssc=cf 
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curves are measures of the complexities of the curves in question. An open question 
is to find an implementable algorithm to compute T( y, F). 
A subtle problem occurs when the solid N into which the surface F is imnkersed 
is specified. In this case the minimal number of triple points that can be re&ed 
by an immersion of F into N with boundary y simultaneously measures the size 
of the solid, the flexibility of the surface, and the complexity of the curve. 
7.2. Summaries of sequel 
In [7], branch points of disks are alrowed, but the criterion of 4.43 applies to 
this case as well. These intersection conditions can be used to show that a given 
immersed curve does not extend to a singular map of a disk in any three-manifold; 
hence in any handle-body. 
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